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ABSTRACT
Algonquian languages distinguish between proximate and obviative third
persons. This paper claims that wherever two or more proximate third person oc-
curs in a given derivation, these are necessarily interpreted as coreferential. Con-
sequently, only one proximate referent is permitted per derivation. This require-
ment is highly ranked in the grammar, overriding the universally-familiar
mechanisms of determining pronominal reference formalized by Binding Theory.
Weak crossover constructions are examined as a case in point-in a subset of the
Algonquian constructions examined, the expected weak crossover effects (disjoint
reference between a wh-phrase and a pronominal) do not appear. In this same
subset of cases, coreference is enforced by the requirement to maintain a single
proximate referent per derivation. Weak crossover effects appear in cases where
this requirement does not hold. This analysis permits an account of the absence of
crossover effects in Algonquian which does not appeal to the argument that Al-
gonquian differs structurally from so-called 'configurational languages'. Possibly,
the demands of the proximate/obviative system make the grammar of Algonquian
appear more divergent than it is.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is a well-known fact about Algonquian languages that, where more
than one third person referent occurs within a given span of discourse,
only one of these can appear in the unmarked form referred to as 'proxi-
mate'. Other third person referents appear in the marked 'obviative' form
(Russell 1996,Blain 1997).1There are no circumstances under which this
* Research for this paper was undertaken with financial support from the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (doctoral fellowship #752-
94-1003; postdoctoral fellowship #756-2000-0035), the Institute for Social and
Economic Research (ISER) at Memorial University of Newfoundland (research
grant #338-440), and the Naskapi Development Corporation at Kawawachika-
mach, Quebec. Thanks to Silas Nabinicaboo, Alma Chemaganish, Jeanne
Guanish-Vachon and James Pien for Western Naskapi data.
1 None of the spans of discourse examined in this paper are longer than a biclausal
construction. The given span of discourse over which obviation operates can be
much longer than this (see, for example, discussion of how the proxi-
mate/obviative opposition operates in the Fox narrative analyzed by Dahlstrom
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proximate/obv ative distinction is abandoned. Further, while the obviative
third persons Nithin the given span of discourse mayor may not be
coreferent with one another, the proximate third person cannot be corefer-
ent with any oj the obviatives. These facts raise the interesting possibility
that the referelltial constraints imposed by what I shall refer to as 'the
proximate/obv ative system' will, in some area of the grammar, come into
conflict with ot ler principles which determine referential relations among
third person no ninals.2 I will show that in one such case of conflict it is the
referential rela ions imposed by the proximate/obviative system which
prevail.
One area of he grammar where this type of conflict might be expected
is wherever ref?rential relations among third persons are determined by
the hierarchical relationship of one nominal to another. The referential re-
lations describEd by Binding Principles, for example, are a case in point. I
examine the hi( rarchically-defined relationship of disjoint reference which
generally obtaills between an object wh-phrase and the pronoun it 'crosses
over' as it mOves to the front of the clause-so-called 'crossover effects'
(Ross 1967, Pm tal 1970); for example, in a sentence like Who(m)j did his,;
child see?, the 0 )ject wh-phrase 'who(m)' and the possessive pronoun 'his'
in subject posit on cannot be coreferentiaL3Crossover effects appear to be
absent in Alga nquian; that is to say, in contexts which typically yield
crossover effect, in other languages, these effects are absent in the equiva-
lent structure iJt Algonquian (Dahlstrom 1986,Blain 1997).4It is possible
that crossover (Hects do not appear in Algonquian because the crossover
1996). For he purposes of this paper, however, the reference of the phrase 'a
given span )f discourse' is restricted to 'a given derivation', the term 'derivation'
correspond ng roughly to the notion of a sentence.
2 Nominals 1ere are taken to be either pro (which mayor may not be linked to a
lexical DP) Jr a wh-phrase. I assume both to be generated in argument position.
See Brittain 2001 for discussion supporting this assumption.
3 While evid. ,nce from a wide range of languages supports the generalization that
crossover eJects appear in crossover configurations, some exceptional cases are
discussed i l the literature. See, for example, Grewendorf and Sabel's (1999) dis-
cussion of ( ;erman.
4 The term '( ross over construction' refers to constructions (in any language) in
which the c :ossover configuration is attested. For the sake of simplicity I will use
the term to refer to the equivalent constructions in Algonquian languages. Use of
the term sh mid not be taken to imply that a crossover configuration is present.
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configuration never obtains. This is the view of Dahlstrom 1986 and Blain
1997.5
The generalization that there may be only one proximate third person
referent per given span of discourse is formalized as follows: where two (or
more) proximate nominals occur in the same derivation they are required
to be coreferent. This requirement, referred to as the One Proximate Refer-
ent per Derivation (OFRO) Condition, overrides the disjunctive reference
relations which, in a language like English (which lacks a proxi-
mate/obviative system), are read off the crossover configuration. I will ar-
gue that crossover configurations do obtain in Algonquian (in typical
crossover constructions), but that the expected effects do not appear be-
cause they are 'masked' by the referential relations imposed by the proxi-
mate/obviative system. The conflict under discussion is thus resolved in
favour of the proximate/obviative system.
This analysis has the benefit of allowing us to maintain that Algonquian
is not substantially different in structural terms from other languages. It
also provides an incentive to look for other areas of the grammar where, if
conflict of the type just described arises, the proximate/obviative system
takes precedence. It may be the case that Algonquian, and other languages
in which a proximate/obviative opposition occurs, look to be more under-
lyingly divergent from, say, non-polysynthetic languages, than they really
are. If this is the case, it is important to identify which areas of the grammar
are likely to be impacted by a proximate/obviative system which is in
some sense ranked more highly than other subsystems of the grammar.6
The analysis laid out here has implications for Algonquian in general.
My arguments are, however, largely based on Plains Cree examples which
appear in Blain 1997, and on Western Naskapi examples from Brittain 200l.
These are both dialects of the central Algonquian language referred to as
the Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi language complex. Both dialects are spoken
in Canada-Plains Cree in Saskachewan and Western Naskapi in Quebec.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In sections 2 and 3 respec-
tively I look at strong crossover (SeO) constructions and weak crossover
5 Baker 1996 also makes this case in accounting for the absence of crossover effects
in Iroquoian.
6 While the present discussion lends itself to an Optimality Theory account, it is
beyond the scope of this paper to attempt this. Such an account would rank the
demands of the proximate/obviative system more highly than the component(s)
of the grammar that allow(s) specific referential relations to be read off of specific
(for example, crossover) configurations.
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(Blain 1997:94)
(wea) construc1ions. In section 4, evidence in favour of the aPRD Condition
is discussed anc concluding remarks appear in section 5.
2. STRONG CR OSSOVER CONSTRUCTIONS AND SOME THEORETICAL
CONSIDERATI )NS
The examph in (la) illustrates sea constructions in English. The wh-
phrase extracte:l from object position crosses over the pronoun 'he'. The
crossover configuration results in crossover effects-that is, the wh-phrase
and the pronou 1may not be coreferential. By contrast, in (lb), extraction of
the wh-phrase f 'om subject position does not result in a crossover configu-
ration, and the 1Jh-phrase is optionally coreferential with the pronoun.
(1) English
a. sea effects
'Wh Ji did he'i/j say Mary likes t?'
1\ ~ I
crossover
b. No (:rossover configuration, no crossover effects
'Wh Jj said ti Mary likes himj/j ?'
t_1 I
prOJloun is not crossed by wh-phrase
The ungrammaticality of a bound reading in sea contexts can be de-
rived from Birding Principles. sea effects occur if a w h-trace (an R-
expression) is b Jund by a c-commanding pronoun (constituting a Principle
e Binding viola ion).
Blain (1997:)3) observes of Plains Cree that 'sea effects cannot be
checked' beeau: ,e of the distinction between proximate and obviative third
persons. ExamFIe (2) illustrates this case.
(2) Plains Cn e: Absence of sea effects
Aw' na e-itwet Mary-wa e-miyweyimikot?
aWl la e-itwe-t Mary-wa e-miyweyim-iko-t
who conj-say-3 Mary-obv conj-like-inv-3
'who did hei/,j say Mary likes t,?'
The subject (,f the lower clause, Mary, is obviative and the object of this
clause (the wh phrase) is therefore proximate. The subject of the main
clause is also p 'oximate. This means there are two proximate pronominals
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in this span of discourse. Given that there can only be one proximate refer-
ent per span of discourse, a reading of coreference is required between the
two proximate pronominals. In the equivalent construction in English,
disjoint reference is forced, as shown in (3).
(3) English: seo effects
[whot hej say Mary likes ti
t 1
There are two important differences between the Algonquian example
in (2) and the English example in (3). The first is that, contrary to our ex-
pectations, crossover effects do not occur in (2), and the second is that
coreference is obligatory in the Algonquian example in (2). Both of these
facts must be accounted for in the Algonquian example if we do not want
to simply concede that Algonquian 'crossover constructions' are funda-
mentally different from the equivalent construction in other languages.
First, let us consider some of the reasons why crossover effects could be ab-
sent in (2). There are at least three reasons. These are listed in (4), in de-
scending order of theoretical desirability.
(4) Why are crossover effects absent in (2)7
i. Universally, crossover constructions give rise to crossover ef-
fects. In Algonquian, however, another component of the
grammar overrides the effects (and in example 2 the referential
relations normally imposed by Binding Principle e are overlaid
by another set of referential relations).
ii. Crossover effects do not appear in Algonquian because the
crossover configuration does not appear in the syntax.
iii. Binding Principles do not apply to Algonquian (nor, perhaps,
to languages typologically like Algonquian).
Given the amount of crosslinguistic evidence that Binding Principles
hold universally, we should immediately rule out (4.i). Moreover, there is
ample evidence that Binding Principles do apply in 'non-configurational'
languages (see, for example, Baker 1996). We thus rule out (4.i) on both
theoretical and empirical grounds; it merits no further discussion. Solution
(4.ii) has been argued for by Blain (1997). Blain's arguments are discussed
in section 3. Iwill show that there is evidence that in fact an Algonquian
crossover construction has the expected crossover configuration, and that
we should therefore expect crossover effects. (4.ii) is thus ruled out on em-
pirical grounds. Solution (4.iii) affords us the best opportunity to conclude
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that Algonquia 11crossover constructions display properties which are
cross-linguist icc lly familiar; what makes them seem different is the addi-
tional overlay cf the proximate /obviative system. It is not merely the ap-
parent absence of crossover effects in (2) that must be accounted for; the
obligatory core 'erence which holds between the proximate pronominals
has to be explained. I believe this is the key to arriving at solution (4.iii).
Blain observes t le following of data like example (2).
(5) Blain (199: ':94)
(Giv ~n that there may be only one proximate third person in a
give.1 span of discourse,) '[s]ince the wh-word [in 2] is proxi-
matE~and the subject of the main clause is proximate, they must
be tie same person.'
If this obser' 'ation is formalized, we have the necessary mechanics to
override crossmer effects. I thus propose the following condition:
(6) One Proxi nate Referent per Derivation (OPRD) Condition
Wherever m )re than one proximate argument occurs within the same
span of discoun e, these are necessarily interpreted as coreferent in order to
avoid having rrore than one proximate referent per derivation. A proxi-
mate argument nay be either a wh-phrase or a pro.
The binding :onfiguration created by the OPRD Condition is thus as fol-
lows.
(7) General bi l1ding configuration created by the OPRD Condition
Non linal[prox); Nominal[prox);
The specific llinding configuration which will account for the absence of
sea effects in (2 I will be as follows:
(8) Specific bi nding configuration created by the OPRD Condition
wh[I'rox); pro[proxl
In advance 0 f pursuing this analysis further, however, it is necessary to
rule out the po::sibility that there simply are no crossover effects because
the configuration never arises in the syntax (solution 4.ii). We will now
look at the case 3lain (1997) makes for this with regard to example (2).
3. EVIDENCE lHAT A CROSSOVER CONFIGURATION UNDERLIES THE
ALGONQUIAN CROSSOVER CONSTRUCTION
Blain 1997 pJOvides a cleft analysis of simple direct wh-constructions in
Plains Cree. Crucially, under this analysis, the wh-phrase is generated in a
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separate clause from the main predicate and its arguments. The resulting
configuration is such that the wh-phrase never raises past any of the main
predicate's arguments on its way to the left edge of the clause. Blain pro-
poses that verb complexes which have the complementizer c- at their left
edge are conjoined constructions? The verb in example (2) has at its left
edge the e- complementizer. Example (9a) illustrates the structure of a sim-
ple direct question with c- at the head of the CP of the rightmost conjoined
clause.
(9) Plains Cree (Blain 1997)
a. e- heads CPof rightmost clause in conjoined structure
[whot is he tj& Opj ... c- ... tj]
t I l' I
b. Example of construction
Awrna Mary e-wapamat?
awrna Mary e-wapam-a-t
who Mary conj-see-dir-3
'who did Mary see?'
The wh-phrase originates in the leftmost clause. As (9b) shows, under
this analysis what appear to be uni-clausal wh-questions are in fact cleft
constructions. Within this structure a maximum of one wh-phrase can be
fronted for the purposes of binding a null wh-Operator in the SpecCP of the
clause containing the main predicate. Crucially, the wh-phrase raises to the
left edge of its clause of origin and thus never crosses over the arguments
in the rightmost clause.
Extending this analysis to (2), no crossover effects are expected.
(10) No crossover expected in example (2)
[whot is he tj& [hej said that Mary likes himJ?
t_1
Clauses which are headed by the ka- complementizer are analyzed by
Blain as being biclausal in the manner shown in (11).8
7 There is also a ka- complementizer in dialects of the Cree-Montagais-Naskapi
language complex. Blain proposes a different structure for clauses which contain
the ka- complementizer.
8 Wolfart 1973 and Reinholtz and Russell 1995 also argue for a bi-clausal analysis
of simple direct wh-questions.
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(11) Plains CrEe (Blain 1997)
a. ka- ]leads subordinate clause CP
[[wI 0] is it t [OPi'" ka- ... U]
tit I
b. EXaJnple of construction
AW]rliwa Mary ka-wapamat?
aWllli-wa Mary ka-wapam-a-t
who. obv Mary REL-see-dir-3
'who ::lidMary see?
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Here again, :rossover effects are not predicted because the wh-phrase
orginates in the upper clause and does not cross any of the third person ar-
guments.
If we adopt] Ilain's account of wh-movment the absence of crossover ef-
fects in Algonq .1ian is resolved-crossover effects are absent because the
configuration n, ~ver appears in the syntax. However, an alternative account
of wh-movemellt in Algonquian, which does predict crossover effects, is
provided by BJittain 2001. Under this view, constructions like (9b) and
(lIb) are uni-cllUsal. The wh-object raises from the object position to the
left edge of the clause as shown in (12). This structure is assumed regard-
less of the type ()f complementizer; i.e., whether it is ka- or c- (Naskapi a- ).9
(12) Wh-phrat es raise overtly to the SpecC P in a simple direct wh-
constructi m
CP
~
S)ec C'
[,uhlx ~
C IP~ 6
C V+I tx tj
~omp, ljJa- - ka-
9 Plains CreE e- surfaces as a- in Western Naskapi due to the fact that Western
Naskapi e- ind a- have merged to a- (MacKenzie 1980).
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(Blain 1997:90)
(Brittain 2001:159)
The reader is referred to Brittain 2001 (pages 153-177) for a more com-
plete case in defense of the structure in (12). I provide a summary of these
arguments here.
On the grounds of economy of representation (Grimshaw 1997) alone
we should prefer the smaller structure in (12) over the larger structures in
(9), (10) and (11). Added to this, evidence provided by multiple wh-
constructions lead us to reject the larger structures in favour of (12). Recall
that under Blain's cleft analysis of wh-constructions a maximum of one wh-
phrase can be accommodated. This predicts, therefore, that multiple wh-
constructions will be ungrammatical as is indeed the case in Plains Cree.
(13) Plains Cree
*Awina e-itwet kikway?
awina e-itwe-t kikway
who conj-say_so-3 what
'who said what?'
In Western Naskapi, however, multiple wh-questions are grammatical.
(14) Western Naskapi
a. Multiple wh-question
Awan ka-iyat chakwaniyuw?
awan M-iya-t chakwan-iyuw
who [a]-comp+Past-buy(AI)-CIN.s:3.sg what-obv
'who bought what?'
b. Alternative constituent order
Awan chakwaniyuw k~-iyat?
awan chakwan-iyuw k~-iyat
who what-obv bought
'who bought what?'
The example in (13) is central to Blain's argument against a uni-clausal
analysis of wh-question formation in Plains Cree:
'In Nehiyawewin, the clearest evidence of the absence of overt wh-
movement involves the prohibition of multiple wh-questions.' (Blain
1997:88)
However, by the same logic a cleft analysis of wh-movement cannot ac-
count for the Western Naskapi data in (14), because it cannot accommodate
the extra wh-phrase. Moreover, even if two wh-phrases could somehow be
accommodated, both would be fronted, ruling out the constituent order in
(14a). Whatever analysis of wh-questions we adopt for Algonquian must be
able to account for all the dialect variations in a uniform manner. Ideally it
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awanq
who
will preclude clliming of one dialect that it has biclausal wh-questions and
of another that he equivalent constructions are uniclausal. The cleft analy-
sis fails to accOlnt for the Western Naskapi data in (14)but it does account
for the absence of crossover effects in (2) and the ungrammaticality of the
Plains Cree mtltiple wh-construction in (13). On the other hand, if we
adopt the phras? structure in (12)we can account for the Western Naskapi
multiple wh-constructions in (14)by allowing multiple specifiers.lO
(15) Western r-askapi multiple CP specifiers: LF structure for (14a-b)11
CP
~
Spec CP
/~
Spec C'
chin wan-iyuwa /\
C AgrSP
~ ~
C vCJ Spec AgrS'
[wh] ka-iyatk tq ~
bought t AgrS TP
tk ~
T AgrO
tk ~
Spec AgrO'
pro[4). ~
AgrO VP
tk ~
Spec V'
tq ~
V DP
tk ta
J
10 See Rudin .988, for example, for a multiple specifier analysis of multiple wh-
constructiOllS in Bulgarian.
11 The variatilln in PF representations attested by (14a-b) is discussed in Brittain
2001 and is lot pursued here.
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Having ruled out solution (4.ii) on empirical grounds, we now turn to
the central issue of the paper, solution (4.iii)-the proposal that Algon-
quian crossover effects are masked by the proximate/obviative system. We
thus assume an analysis of wh-constructions in which crossover effects
ought to be manifest. The absence of these effects is due to the specific
binding configuration created by the OPRD Condition (see 8). We now con-
sider the evidence provided by WCO constructions.
4. WEAK CROSSOVER CONSTRUCTIONS AND EVIDENCE FOR THE OPRD
CONDITION
A WCO configuration arises in the case that the wh-phrase crosses over a
pronoun embedded in a complex structure, such as a possessed DP or a
relative clause. In (16a.i), the wh-subject may be interpreted as coreferential
with the possessor pronoun 'her', or not coreferential with it. This is also
the case in the relative clause in (16a.ii)-the wh-phrase optionally binds
the pronoun. In the examples in (16b),on the other hand, crossover effects
appear and only one reading is available-the wh-phrase and the pronoun,
in both (16b.i) and (16b.ii), may not be coreferential. The unavailability of
the coreferential readings in these cases are referred to as WCO effects.
(16) English: wh-movement in complex DP constructions and relative
clauses
a. No WCO effects result from wh-extraction from subject position
(i) Possessed DP [whot [ti hit [heri/x friend]
U
(ii) Relative clause [whot [ti hit [the girl that shei/xknows]
U
b. WCO effects result from wh-extraction from object position
(i) Possessed DP [wholx did [heri/,xfriend] hit txt_____.. I
(ii) Relativeclause[thOlxdid [thegirl that sheil'xknows]hit IX
In (17a) and (17b) I show the Algonquian constructions which are pre-
sumed to be equivalent to the data in (16b)-Le., constructions which con-
tain an extracted wh-object.
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(17) Western l' faskapi: absence of weo effects in a weo configuration
a. Pos~essed DP construction
Awim ka-wapimikut utawaslma?
awa n k~-wapim-ikut ut-awas-lm-a
who eomp /Past-see(TA)-CIN.O:3 /5:4 poss.3-child-poss-obv
'who; did hisWichild see?' (Brittain 2001:184)
b. Reletive Clause
Awim ka-suwayimikut napawa
awa n k~-suwayim-ikut napaw-a
who Comp/Past-kiss(TA).CIN-O:3/S:4 man-obv
may wayihtat?
may wayiht-at
like( LA).CIN-O:4/S:3
'who; did the man shei/'i likes kiss?' (Brittain 2001:187)
In (17a) I asmme the wh-phrase crosses over the pronoun within the
possessed DP. ] 11 (17b) the wh-phrase crosses over a pronoun inside a rela-
tive clause. The point to note here is that in (17a) and (17b), both weo con-
figurations, we) effects do not appear. Moreover, notice that constructions
of the type shown in (17a) and (17b) are not only different from (17b), they
are also differellt from the data in (16a)-in both the Algonquian construc-
tions in (17), tilere is obligatory coreference between the pronominal and
the wh-phrase. [his situation never arises in the English examples in (16a)
and (16b).
We saw that seo effects can be derived by appealing to Binding Princi-
ples. Accountin g for weo effects is less straightforward. Binding Principles
do not commellt on the disjunctive relations enforced in (16b). There are
several accounl s of why weo effects are manifest in weo configurations.
The 'Leftness Condition', (Chomsky 1976, Koopman and Sportiche 1982),
for example, p ~ovides an account of the phenomenon. For present pur-
poses, I have adopted the most restrictive account of weo, Safir's 1996 ac-
count. Under tI lis view, weo effects are due to what Safir describes as an
,A-bar-ConsistE ncy Violation'. A formal definition of A-bar-Consistency is
given in (18).
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(18) Safir (1996:318),A-bar-Consistency
An A-bar-chain is either consistently derivational A-bar-
binding (dA-bar-binding) or representational A-bar-binding
(rA-bar-binding).
Thus, a wh-phrase can bind either its own trace (derivational binding),
or a pronoun (representational binding), but not both at the same time.
weo effects appear in the case that a wh-phrase simultaneously heads a
chain which has at its tail its own trace (a derivational chain) and a pro-
noun (a representational chain). These chain tails-the trace and the pro-
noun-are referred to as 'incompatible chain tails' and the source of the
violation is this incompatibility. This case is illustrated in (19).
(19) WCO configuration: An A-bar-Consistency violation results in WCO
effects
(Whoj did his'i/jchild see?)
CP
~,
whoj ~
C IP
D~P
~ .. ~ S~' incompatible chains tails
his child tj ~V DP-
tj
I
In (19), 'who' is in a position to bind either the pronoun 'his' or the wh-
trace. The result of this configuration is an A-bar-Consistency violation, re-
sulting in the weo effects evidenced in the English examples in (16b). In
the case where a wh-subject is extracted, the configuration does not result
in an A-bar-Consistency violation, permitting the optional binding we saw
in the examples in (16a). I will claim that an A-bar-Consistency violation
can be averted in deference to the requirements of the proximate/obviative
system. To use Safir's terminology, the incompatible chain tails are ren-
dered compatible in some manner. Precisely how this incompatibility is re-
solved is a technical matter I do not address in detail beyond suggesting
that in Algonquian grammar OPRD Condition ranks highly, higher, for ex-
ample, than either Binding Principles or the prohibition on creating an A-
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bar-Consistenc: r violation. The specific circumstances under which we as-
sume the OPRD Condition to apply to account for the Naskapi data in (17)
are the followin g.
(20) a. In a Crossover configuration, the following conditions neces-
sariy hold
wh[proxt ... pro[prox]i/'j ... wh-tracej
b. The relative ordering of pro and wh-trace is irrelevant so that
the JPRD Condition applies in the case of object wh-extraction
or soIbject wh-extraction
wh[proxt ... wh-tracej ••• pro[prox]i/'j
Thus, if ther ~ is a proximate pro and a proximate wh-phrase, these are
interpreted as (llreferent.
We have alrt:ady seen in (2) and in (17a-b) cases where, contrary to ex-
pectations, con ference is enforced between a wh-phrase and a pronoun.
(21) illustrates he case of wh-subject extraction-coreference between the
wh-phrase and the pronoun is again obligatory, an effect which can be
straightforward ly derived from the OPRD Condition.
(21) Not a we<) configuration: Enforced coreference
a. WeE tern Naskapi: wh-extraction from subject position
Awim ka-wapimat utawaslma?
awa l1ka-wapim-at ut-awas-lm-a
who Comp/Past-see(TA)-CIN.O:4/S:3 poss.3-child-poss-obv
'who saw hisi child?' (Brittain 2001:184)
b. Structure: [who]proxi tj see [Dr [his]proXichild-obv]]
t_1
In the Plains Cree example in (22a) and in the Passamaquoddy example
in (22b),WCO el fects appear in a WCO configuration.
(22) WCO effects in WCO configuration
a. Plai 1S Cree relative clause: wh-extraction from object position
AWll1ihinapew ka-sakihat ka-ocemat?
aWllli-hi napew ka-sakih-a-t ka-ocem-a-t?
who obv man REL-!ove-dir-3 REL-kiss-dir-3
'who, did the man who loves her'iii kiss?' (Blain 1997:219)
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or
b. Passamaquoddy: wh-extraction from object position (pseudo-
transitive construction)
Wen-il witap-ihil kis-ahka-l-ac-ihil?
who-obv his-friend-obv Perf-throw.AI+O-obvS-3Conj-obv
'who; did his.; friend throw?' (Bruening 2000)
Under my analysis, WCo effects appear here because the OPRD Condi-
tion does not apply to enforce coreference between the obviative wh-object
and, in (22a) the object ofthe relative clause, in (22b) the possessor pro-
noun.
The data in (17a) is repeated for ease of reference as (23a).
(23) No WCo effects in a WCo configuration (example 17a)
a. Western NaskapL Possessed DP construction: wh-extraction
from object position
Awan ka-wapimikut utawasima?
awan k~-wapim-ikut ut-awas-lm-a
who Comp/Past-see(TA)-CIN.O:3/S:4 poss.3-child-poss-obv
, who; did his,!.; child see?' (Brittain 2001:184)
b. Structure [who]proxJDP [his]proxj child-obv]] see tj
t I
(24) provides a summary of how the OPRD Condition applies in (21),
(22) and (23).
(24) The OPRD Condition 'takes precedence over' configurationally-
determined means of establishing pronominal reference (crossover):
a. OPRD Condition applies so that:
wh[proxt wh-tracej ••• pro[proxt/,j (accounting for 21)
wh[proxt pro[proxt/'j ••• wh-tracej (accounting for 23)
b. WCo effects appear where OPRD Condition does not apply:
wh[obv t ...pro[prox]'i/i ... wh-tracej (accounting for 22)
In the case of both (21) and (23), the proximate wh-phrase is coreferential
with the proximate possessor pronoun. The relative ordering of the wh-
trace and the pronoun is irrelevant. In the case of (22), where the WCo con-
figuration occurs, the application of the OPRD Condition masks the WCo ef-
fects. In (22), because the wh-phrase is not proximate, the OPRD Condition
does not apply and the expected WCo effects appear. The phrase structure
in (25) shows example (21). (26) illustrates (23).
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(25) Western Naskapi: wh-extraction from subject position, example (21)
Awin ka-wapimat utawasJ:ma?
'who; saw his, child?'
CP
-----~Spec C'
awanc ~
prox C AgrSP
l
kl-waPimatx ~
p 'ox.see.obv Spec AgrS'
tj ~
l' AgrS TP_____ J tx ~
T AgrOP
tx -------------
DPki:} AgrO'~ ~
pro- NP grO VP
prox pro-obv tx ~
Spec V'
ti~
V DP
tx tk
(26) Western t Jaskapi: wh-extraction from object position, example (23)
Aw;in ka-wapimikut utawasJ:ma?
'who did his; child see?'
CP
--- ---------------
Spec C'
awanc -------------
prox C AgrSP1a-wapimikut
x
_
o!:Jv.see.prox DPk:l AgrS'
~ ~
pro- NP AgrS TP
prox pro-obv tx ~
T AgrOP
tx ~
Spec AgrO'
tj ~
AgrO VP
tx ~
Spec V'
tk ~
V DP
tx jti
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The coreference relations among arguments in a relative clause can also
be accounted for by assuming the OPRD Condition: whether the wh-phrase
is extracted from subject position or object position, so long as the wh-
phrase is proximate, coreference with the pronominal is obligatory:
(27) Western Naskapi
a. Wh-phrase extracted from subject position: bound reading only
Awan ka-suwayimat aniya napawa maywayihtat?
awan k~-suwayim-at an-iya napaw-a
who Comp/Past-kiss(TA)-CIN.O:4/S:3 Dem-obv man-obv
maywayiht-at
like(TA)-CIN.O:4/S:3
'who; kissed the man she;j'k likes?'
Structure: [whot ti kissed [DPpro-obvbshei likes him-obv ]]
LJ
b. Wh-phrase extracted from object position: bound reading only
Awan ka-suwayimikut napawa maywayihtat?
awan k~-suwayim-ikut napaw-a
who Comp/Past-kiss(TA)-CIN.O:3/S:4 man-obv
maywayiht-at
like(TA).CIN-S:4/0:3
'who; did the man she;j'j likes kiss?'
Structure: [whot kissed [DI,pro-obvbshei likes him-obv] ti
f 1
The structures for these examples are given in (28) and (29), respec-
tively.
AgrO'
~
AgrO VP
tx ~
Spec V'
tj ~
V tz
tx
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(28) Example (Z7a)
Wh- )hrase extracted from subject position (i.e., no A-bar-
Con ,istency violationoccurs)
OPR) Condition forces co-reference between wh-phrase and
pro-]>rox
CP
~C'
awa~-prox_~
who C AgrSP
ka-suw lyimatx ~
prox.kis wbv Spec AgrS'
tj ~
!I\ AgrS TP
'------- J tx ~
T ~grOP
tx
----DP-E--
~
proz-ohv CP
/~
C AgrSP
maywayihtai a ~
prox.like.obv Spec AgrS'
prop-prox ~
AgrS TP
~
T AgrOP
ta ~
Spec AgrO'
prok-obv ~
AgrO VP
ta ~
Spec V'
t ~
p V DP
ta tk
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(29) Example (27b)
Wh-phrase extracted from object position
A-bar-Consistency violation 'averted' due to application of
OPRD Condition (awan 'who' binds the subject of the relative
clause)
CP
Sp~'
awanrprox ~
who C AgrSP
ka-suwayimikutk
obv.kiss.prox
AgrS'
~
AgrS TP
tk ~
T AgrOP
tk ~
Spec AgrO'
t. ~
J. AgrO VP
tk ~
Spec V'
t,~
V DP
tk tj
DP,
~
pro-obv CP
~
C AgrSP
maywayihtato ~
prox.like.obv Spec AgrS'
proq- ~
prox AgrS TP
to ~
T AgrOP
to ~
Spec AgrO'
prog-obv ~
AgrO VP
to ~
Spec V'
t~
q V DP
to tg
In (28), the OPRD Condition applies because the wh-phrase and the sub-
ject of the relative clause are both proximate. This configuration does not
give rise to an A-bar-Consistency violation because the wh-phrase is ex-
tracted from subject position. In structure (29), the extraction of the wh-
phrase from object position results in an A-bar-Consistency violation but
the application of the OPRD Condition in this example, enforces coreference
between the wh-phrase and the subject of the relative clause.
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The phrase s ructure for the example in (22a) is provided in (30).
(30) Plains Cne, example (22a): obviative wh-phrase extracted from object
position ('"leo effects in weo configuration)
a. (Excmple 22a)
AWJnihi napew ka-sakihat ka-ocemat?
aWl]li-hi napew ka-sakih-a-t ka-ocem-a-t?
who obv man REL-love-dir-3 REL-kiss-dir-3
'who did the man who loves her';;j kiss?'
b. X[P]ox] loves Y[obv], X[prox] kissed Z[obv]?
CP
Sp&~'
aWlnihiro bv ~
who C ~
k i-ocematk AgrSP
p'ox~
['Pi AgrS'
~"--- ~
pro- CP AgrS TP
prox ~ tk ~
( AgrSP T AgrOP
ka-sakihato ~ tk ~
prox.lo. 'e.obv Spec AgrS' Spec AgrO'
prog-prox ~ tj ~
AgrS TP AgrO VP
to~tk~
T AgrOP Spec V'
to ~ ~
Spec AgrO' V DP
PFog-obv ~ tk tj
AgrO VP
to ~
Spec V'
t~
g V DP
to tg
The notation in (30b) highlights the relations within the construction: the
subject of the r lain clause and the subject of the relative clause are both
proximate, and are coreferential as the OPRD Condition requires. Notice
that both the 0 Jject of the relative clause and the wh-object of the main
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clause are obviative-these are highlighted in bold on the phrase structure.
These two obviative arguments, however, are not coreferential. This raises
the question of what causes the obligatory disjoint reference. The most ob-
vious answer is that here we are seeing WCo effects-to state this in terms
of Safir 1996, the chain tails 'covert pro' and 'wit-trace' are incompatible
here in just the same manner that the overt pronoun and the wit-trace
shown in the English example in (19)are incompatible chain tails. It would
seem prudent to be wary of taking an analysis which works well in lan-
guages like English or German, for example, i.e., languages which pre-
dominantly have overt pronouns, and applying it to languages which typi-
cally have null pronominals. The obvious question is 'are covert pro and a
wit-trace incompatible chain tails?' Perhaps we shouldn't expect to find
crossover effects in languages which have null pronominal arguments.
Safir in fact observes that A-bar-Consistency violation occurs irrespective
of whether the tail of the representational chain is a covert pronoun or an
overt pronoun; a clash involving a covert pronominal tail however, ap-
pears to give rise to less bad effects than a clash involving an overt pro-
noun. The Plains Cree example in (22a) supports the view that the chain
tails pro (ie, the covert pronoun) and wit-trace are indeed incompatible. In
(22a), the OPRO Condition applies to enforce coreference between the sub-
jects of the relative and main clauses. WCo effects appear in this wco con-
figuration here because the OPRO Condition fails to apply to the object pro-
nouns.
The analysis predicts the facts in (31)in a straightforward manner.
(31) Western Naskapi: disjoint reference forced by obviative /proximate
distinction
a. Wit-extractionfrom subject position
Awan ka-suwayimat aniya napawa maywayihtayichi?
awan k~-suwayim-at an-iya
who Comp /Past-kiss(TA)-CIN.O:4/S:3 Oem-obv
napaw-a maywayiht-aiyichi
man-obv like(TA)-CIN.0:5/S:4
'who; kissed the man she';/k likes?'
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b. Wh- ~xtraction from object position
AWdyuwa ka-suwayimayichi napawa maywayihtat?
awa y-uwa k~-suwayim-aiyichi
who obv Comp/Past-kiss(TA)-CIN,0:5/S:4
nap, iw-a maywayiht-at
man obv like(TA)-CIN.O:4/S:3
'who, did the man she'ilk likes kiss?'
Disjoint refe] ence is obtained in the relative clause constructions in both
(31a) and (31b) In (31a), the wh-subject is proximate. However, since it is
the only proxin late nominal in the construction, the OPRD Condition does
not apply to erforce coreference. In (31b), the obviative wh-phrase is not
required to be c )referential with any of the pronominals below it.
5. CONCLUDING ~EMARKS
In conclusio 1, it would seem that something like the OPRD Condition
occupies a cent 'al place in the grammar of Algonquian. It ensures that the
type of ambigu ty which arises in an English construction like Who saw his
dog?-where '",ho' mayor may not bind the pronoun-never arises in Al-
gonquian. At tl' e same time, we also have a simple explanation for the fact
that WCO effect, appear in a subset of WCo configurations in Algonquian.
The analysis offered here may be too simple but I believe that the existence
the OPRD Cond tion, or something like it, is worth considering. At the very
least it allows 1s to account for the absence of Crossover effects in Algon-
quian without c[aiming that Algonquian is different configurationally from
the so-called co 1figurationallanguages (where crossover effects turn up in
the expected paces). More generally, the OPRD Condition should take
precedence OV{ r Binding Principles throughout the grammar of Algon-
quian. The exte 1t to which this prediction holds remains to be determined
by future resear :h.
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